Selworthy Learning Support Centre Catalogue
Switch Toys



Mongo sings “if you’re happy and you know it”
His mouth moves and he claps his hands in time to the music







Use switch or front panel controls
Realistic turntable with light, noises and flashing front display
Cooks for 30 seconds
Comes with a selection of plastic food
Snoring daddy bear is sleeping, but little bear has other ideas
and wants attention. As big bear snores, his tummy expands
and contracts, making little bear laugh
Pressing the switch makes Rex roar and tell jokes. His head
moves from side to side and his mouth opens and closes as he
roars and talks

Mongo the monkey
DeLonghi microwave

Snoring Bear

Switch Adapted Toy Roaring Rex


Pressing the switch will engage the child in a game of peek-aboo as the bear lifts and hides behind the blanket saying 'You
can't see me' and 'Where am I' before pulling the blanket
down and saying 'Here I am'



Watch Lucy the Dog walk along, and as she rests, she lifts her
head and barks at you.



Pressing a switch makes Ka-Pow! Ninja Dragon say fun phrases
and do karate chops! Watch his fire breathing nostrils light up
bright! (not actual fire!). Entertain and delight with this karate
chopping and fire breathing ninja dragon.



Touch the drum pads for sounds and lights. Twist the discs to
vary the pitch and create a new sound. Use the six sound
buttons for quirky sound and light effects.
Connect any 3.5mm switch and play one of four samba melodies
with each switch press. Attach the microphone and sing along
or record and play back.

Switch Adapted Toy Peek-A-Boo Bear

Switch Adapted Toy Lucy the Dog

Switch Adapted Toy Ka-Pow! Ninja Dragon

Switch Adapted Toy Bongo Drums





A realistic scaled down model of the multi-purpose Henry
vacuum cleaner in red and black with a switch adapted hoover
suction function. Ideal for role play activities.




A realistic scaled down model of a Hotpoint washing machine.
Push buttons control fill, wash and spin options. Red on/ off
light, realistic water filling sound and turning drum.



Fitted with 3.5 mm jack socket to use a switch to start (wash
function only).



Dimensions: H30cm x D22cm x W20cm.



Simply plug in a USB stick or SD card containing your MP3
files and switch users can play, pause and skip forwards or
backwards through tracks
Music is played through the built-in speakers and the internal
battery is rechargeable so you can listen to your music
anywhere
A digital camera supplied with an innovative USB switch
interface
Simply connect and use straight out of the box

Switch Adapted Toy Henry the Hoover

Switch Adapted Toy
Hotpoint Washing
Machine

Inclusive MP3 player



Switch adapted digital
camera



Switches
It-switch red



Wireless switch

Medium adjustable
pressure switch



Adjustable Pressure Switch from Traxsys

Large adjustable
pressure switch



Adjustable Pressure Switch from Traxsys




Low profile surface
Angled towards the learner to make it really easy for those with
limited movement to press





Switch accessible software and box
USB Keys is included
Easy to use




Funky, non-slip switch holder
Unique mounts designed specifically for the much-loved Jelly
Bean and Buddy Button range of switches

Buddy Button




Reliable, durable, colourful switch
Auditory and tactile feedback

Jelly bean twist




2.5-inch activation surface
tactile and auditory feedback

Lever Switch



Robust construction lever switch

it-Click-On Plus




A new member of the Simply Works Family
Adds the benefits of wireless control to all the features of the
Click-On.

Smoothie switch

Crick USB switch box

Splatz switch mount

Communication
Big-point





Large, easy to use low-tech communication aid
30 second recordable message
Available in a variety of colours

Talking buttons





Loud and clear sound
10 second version available in blue, purple, red, yellow or green
30 second ‘pro’ version available in black
 Large single button, single message device for quick and easy
communication.
 2 minutes recording time.
 Volume control and on/off switch.

Big Mack

LITTLE step-bystep

Bigmack

recordable card

iTalk 2

Voice Cue







One-shot timer prevents message repetition
2 minutes recording time
Easy to record
Angled base for easy access
2.5” message area




Simple communicator
Easy to record speech, music or any sound





Up to 500 recordable messages
Re-useable wipe off surface
Batteries not replaceable






Angles base provides easy access
2 minutes recording time
Built in symbol storage area
64mm activation area



Voice cue provides verbal reminders at the time that you need
them
Record up to five messages (60) seconds total recording time
and set the clock to play them back at pre-set times




Time Cue







Enables you to record up to 6 different messages with a 10
second duration



Multi-featured communication and environmental control
device with a wide range of access options
Store up to 128 messages
Auditory prompts for visually impaired users

Story Sequencer

adVOCAte+

Go Talk Pocket

Record a message, then set a clock to play it back at the right
time
Add a picture cue for further information
Light and portable
Folds flat to fit in a pocket








Six message buttons with 5 levels
Five minutes of recording time
Overlays side in easily and can be easily stored in a removable
compartment









Single message with 8 seconds recording time
Easy to touch play button
Play/record switch
Palm size makes it an ideal hand held communication aid
Slight movement will activate motion seeker device
Add a comment or card for a visual clue
10 seconds recordable message or a chime tone






Magnetic caps
2 record buttons for message protection
Large tactile play button
10 seconds recording time (yellow)




Enter multiple recordings for total 4 minutes
Wall mountable

A4 Talk Time Card





Simple record and play operation
10 second voice or media
Great for wall posters

Small Talk Time
Card






50mm plastic pocket
Quality recording
6 seconds voice or music
75mm x 75mm



These fantastic Rainbow Talking Boxes let you record your own
10 second message into each box which plays when opened.

One Talker

No Touch Talker

Talking Tins

Sound Shuffle

Rainbow Talking
Boxes

Eye Gaze Frame

Frenchay screening
tool for AAC



All boxes have dry-wipe surfaces, have magnetic catches to
stop the lid getting damaged, made from heavy gauge card
and are activated by light sensors when opened so there are
no switches to fail!






Clear plastic frame and stand with 8 clear plastic picture
pockets
Detachable base- use on a desk or hand held
Finger slot to make it easier to change pictures
Eye gaze software also available



Screening tool for AAC



A low tech indicator which supports children with autism and
other communication difficulties in scaled decision making
situations.
The graduated colour scale (green to red) allows a selection of
intensity rather than an exact choice
Move the magnetic tile along the scale to convey 'how much it
hurts' 'how much you like maths' how much you enjoyed the
cinema last night'!
The Whatz-it comes with a set of 10 magnetic tiles which can
be picked and placed on the slider to move to indicate
intensity.

Whatz-it





Proxtalker

GoTalk button

The LOGAN® PROXTALKER® communication device is an exciting
mid-tech device which uses RFID technology to retrieve vocabulary
stored on sound tags to produce REAL words. Ideal for any picture
exchange system user, of any age and is being used for communication
or as a classroom tool.
Just Pick a tag, Place it on a button and Press - the PROXTALKER®
device will say the appropriate sound, word or sentence.
 Records one 10 second message and the large button ensures
easy use.
 Its compact size (about 2” diameter) makes it easy to slip in
your pocket, or use the built-in magnet to display on the fridge
or any metal surface.
 A flexible recorded speech device with four message locations
 Store a large number of messages on bar-coded overlays

Fl4sh

Partner plus




Single message communicator
30 seconds message length

Personal talker




Pocket sized Personal Talker
10 seconds recording time

StepPAD




Works like a tape recorder
It's ideal for recording step by step instructions.



A superb, robust, classroom speech output device from
Traxsys. Four large, coloured buttons, each with its own
message. Four distinct levels for pre-recorded messages.
Plastic pocket inserts to allow you to use your own pictures to
represent the messages. Excellent, clear speech with
adjustable volume control (loud enough for school assembly!).



Provides a non-slip, washable, hygienic, positive location
alphabet board for any person who is literate but is unable to
speak



Provides a non-slip, washable, hygienic, positive location
alphabet board for any person who is literate but is unable to
speak



The MegaBee is a simple-to-use assisted writing tablet to aid
frequent communication with people who have:
Brain Damage
Strokes
Motor-loss
MS/ALS/MND
medium and severe Cerebral Palsy
Those who have no, or impaired, ability to speak and cannot
write legibly

4Talk4

Table top Frenchay
Alphabet board

Pocket Frenchay
Alphabet board

MEGABEE










The Planner Guide


Is a classroom or individual tool which is durable and portable
Can be used as a curriculum aid during school years and then as
a lifelong reference tool
It is organised into 9 colour coded sections for easy use.

I.T
It-keys keyboard



Wireless keyboard that is clear and child friendly with
large keys and lowercase letters

Maxcess clear
laptop/keyboard rest




For use with keyboards, laptops and communication aids
Newly designed with wrist support

Big keys qwerty
coloured lowercase USB
keyboard



A lower case keyboard



Keyboard presses for just about everything, including

Cherry internet
keyboard USB/PS2

web and email work


Detachable wrist rest included



PS2/USB connector




Colour coded and easy to press keys
Colours help user to identify vowels, continents and
punctuation

Boardmaker Studio





Symbol software used for making paper resources
Interactive teaching tool for the classroom setting
Available to loan on a laptop

Visual Suite





Over 15,000 images
Easy to use template and label making resource
Available to loan on a laptop

Roller joystick USB/PS2



The three colour coded switch jacks allows easy switch
operation of the left (yellow) button, right (blue)
button and drag-lock (green) button



3 inch ball has left and right mouse click buttons



helps prevent unwanted clicks




45 and 20 degree rests
Angled rests specifically designed for use with special
needs joysticks and trackerballs

Big Grips Frame for
iPad2



Protective case for the iPad2/IPAD3

Oxford Primary
Dictionary and Thesaurus



Phonetic spell corrector links students to all
definitions in the Children's Oxford Dictionary and
Thesaurus
Single button mouse is about half the size of a
standard mouse, making it just right for smaller hands.
No more worries about left/right clicks!

XL lowercase coloured
keys USB

Bigtrack Super mouse
USB/PS2
Rollerball rest


Single Button Mouse

My First Mouse



These mice are just the right size for little hands and
have attractive designs that appeal to young children.



The SMALLtrack is a simple rollerball ideal for small
hands.



100% waterproof iPad pouch



Floats safely if dropped in water



Transparent front allowing full use of iPad functions



Keeps out dust, sand, dirt and water



Perfect for iPads and similar-sized or smaller tech
gadgets, like e-book readers



Thin, light design



9.7-inch (diagonal) LED-backlit Multi-Touch display
with IPS technology




Dual-core A5 chip
Front and back cameras for FaceTime video calls and

SMALLtrack

Waterproof Cover for
the ipad

Ipad2

HD video recording3



10 hours of battery life
Great built-in apps for email, web browsing, photos and
more

Vtech Innotab 2 Blue

Apple iPod touch 8GB Black - 4th Generation

Nintendo Wii Console
(Blue) with Mario and
Sonic at the London 2012
Olympic Games

Nintendo Handheld
Console 3DS XL



Multi-media, interactive learning tablet with 1.3 mp
twist camera for photos, video recording & microphone



Features 5" touch screen and G-sensor learning games,
learning apps and online benefits



Includes video player, photo viewer, art studio, e-book
reader Calculator, Clock and much more



Personal music player with video and camera capability



FaceTime feature lets you make video calls in real time



Retina display technology for graphics as good as the
eye can see



Enhanced high definition video recording and editing



Game Centre to play, invite friends and compare scores



The Nintendo Wii has been designed for use by the
whole family



Easy to use and compatible with a variety of video
games



The Wii remote includes a motion sensor to bring you
some all-new sensations as you step into the action



Enjoy all your favourite 3DS games on the big screen
with the new Nintendo 3DS XL console



The Nintendo 3DS XL's screen is 90% larger than the
Nintendo 3DS, making it the biggest screen on any
Nintendo handheld console



Mario and his Mushroom Kingdom friends are back in
this latest instalment of the famous side-scrolling
platform adventure series



Mario's latest adventure is packed full of all the
classic side-scrolling game play that all ages can enjoy



Bee-Bot has a simple and child friendly layout that is a
perfect starting point for teaching control, directional
language and programming to young children



Big size LCD screen for increased recognition and roleplay fun
Features abc keyboard, 0-9 number keys and 4directional cursor
Teaches the alphabet, words, numbers, logic, games
and more

New Super Mario Bros: 2

Bee-Bot
VTech Laptop



Sensory


Child's inflatable wedge-shaped cushion



Encourages 'active sitting' to promote correct posture and
improve core stability



Easily inflatable



Use at home or at school



The 66fit Balance Pods are a great way to improve overall
balance and core conditioning



The inflatable domes can be arranged so that you can step from
one to another or used individually



Can also be used on both sides (pebble side downwards to make
it even more challenging)



Versatile cushion to help with posture and strengthening
exercise



33cm Plastic Wobble Board



Adjustable Range Easy & Fun To Use



Children can sit inside and rock from side to side or spin around.



Great for developing physical coordination skills.



A unique home décor accessory featuring an LED rainbow arc
that will turn any bedroom into a Wonderland



Amazing projector displays a magical rainbow across walls and
ceiling



Multi-coloured LED's give an intense and realistic colour



Includes an auto shut-off mechanism after 15 minutes



Match the fabrics into identical pairs for an interesting tactile
game.







Super Bright coloured LED lights
6 different colours
6 disco light clusters
Sound activated or chase sequence with speed control
Mains powered




Great alternative to a mirror ball
Fireball rotates projecting moving coloured lights around the
room

Junior Seat Wedge

Balance Pods

Inflatable Wobble
Cushion

Balance Wobble
Board

Rock Around
Spinner

Rainbow in My Room

Matching Textures

Disco Lights
Sound Reactive

Fireball

Kaleidoscope Lamp




This kaleidoscope lamp is operated by 3xAA Batteries.
When switched on, the crystal globe rotates creating
patterns of light providing much visual fascination.

Ultra Slim Light Panel

Colour
Splats

Rainbow Numbers



Used for lighting items from beneath,



Tough plastic surround and uses low voltage technology.



Ideal for transparent or translucent objects.



This set of 10 colourful 'splat' shapes is ideal for exploring
light, colour and shape



Can be used with a light box



A set of 12 colourful translucent acrylic numbers from '0' to '9'
(includes additional '0' and '1' numbers)



Ideal for use on the Ultra Slim Light Panel. Makes number
recognition interesting and exciting.



Another innovative skill development idea, this time for
advanced hopping. Also provides a good aerobic workout. Consists
of a platform attached to a figure 8 shaped ball



High-quality, anti-burst balance ball



Vari-inflatable for optimum seat height/comfort



Secure base with easy-glide lockable casters



Designed for users between 5'1"-6'5"



Ergonomic lumbar support



Use the versatile straps to attach this Vibrating Back Massager
to any position around your body and feel the soothing vibrations
relieve muscles and encourage relaxation.



A unique shaped soft and cuddly ball that is tactile, squeezable
and huggable. An internal bell tinkles to the slightest movement.



A hand held disc with flexible finger holes to stretch and pull.
An effective finger exerciser.



Fully Microwavable; Safer than a hot water bottle



Great to soothe tired and aching muscles



Fully Microwavable



An easy-to-handle wooden tree with a wooden peg attached to a
cord - weave the peg in and out of the tree branches.



Assists with the development of fine motor skills.

Jumping Ball

Exercise Ball Chair

Vibrating Back
Massager
backrest
Cuddle Bell Ball

Finger Exerciser

Fully Microwavable
Giraffe Neck
Warmer
Threading Tree

We also have a selection of smaller sensory toys available…………..

……and lots more…….

Time, Games and More Fun!


An enjoyable snap game to help children master
important time concepts.



Learn how to tell the time with this unique electronic
clock.
Children will enjoy moving the minute hand on the clock
display and then self-checking the equivalent digital time
shown on the digital screen.
Press the special say it’ button to hear each time spoken
out loud and test whether the correct time has been
displayed!

Time Snap


Talking Clever Clock


Tomy Tic - Tock
Answer Clock

Cannibal Children's
Time Tutor Watch






A fun way to learn to tell time
Press on one foot, and reveal the digital numbers in his eyes
Twist the knob and turn the hands to set the time you want
Big numbers and bright colours



Children's extremely popular, easily adjustable Velcro
strap, clear timekeeping, ideal for teaching your child
the time.



Timing – 30 sec, 1 min, 2 min, 3 min, 4 min,
5 min and 10 min

Sand timers

Gro-Clock Sleep
Trainer

Fraction Snap



Robust large timer, perfect for use in games & timing
experiments



Glowing screen shows images of stars and sun to
communicate sleep and wake up time to children



Stars go out one by one during the night to show the
passing of time



Key lock option



Adjustable screen brightness



An enjoyable snap game to help children master
important fraction concepts.



The smarter way to play snap and pairs. This unique deck
of cards lets you play two family favourites, Snaps and
Pairs using early maths concepts. For example a picture
of a 20 pence piece will match with a picture of two ten
pence pieces.



Play money – notes & coins



Not suitable for children under 36 months due to small
parts

My First UK Money
Snap

Play money




Collect and match your cupcakes in this fun, sharing
game.
Ages 3+
Players 2-4



Fun shopping game for 2 - 4 players



Suitable for ages 3 - 7



Best-selling memory game





Collect pairs of socks, but don't pick up the pants!
Contains a 3D washing machine with plastic surround
Easy set up, the game can be started very quickly and
each game lasts about 10 - 15 minutes
For 3 to 5 players.
A collection of hand mitts designed to help young
children with counting through song. Each set comes with
a card showing the words of the rhyme
Double song mitts are twice the fun with 2 mitts in each
set


Where’s My
Cupcake?

Shopping List

Silly Socks Game



Sing a Song Puppet
Pack



Snap-n-Learn



A tool to aid numeracy in the classroom



Look and match photo puzzles



A game of association with picture sequences teaching
the child the logical system and the gradual process each
activity essentially has to follow.



A game of association with picture sequences that teach
a child to think logically about the different activities,
which follow one after another.



Enjoy matching 40 commonly heard idioms to
illustrations in this entertaining game and discover the
meanings of some of the funny things people say



Develop listening skills and learn to identify feelings and
facial expressions, while having fun playing lotto.



A set of 20 squares showing ten different pairs of
expressions.



Match the pairs and discuss feelings and emotions at the
same time.



A Bird of paradise hand puppet



Forty five centimetres high excluding the tail



Fully working mouth with a realistic air filled squawk

Whose Baby?

What Comes Next?

What Comes After?

Pull Your Socks Up

Listening Lotto
Faces and Feelings

Emotion Squares

Bird of Paradise
Hand Puppet

Roly the Laughing
Dog

Audio Story CDs



Wave a hand or walk in front of the Roly to watch him
come alive: when movement is detected he rolls around
the room laughing.



Great for encouraging movement.









Selection of audio story CDs
Cat in the Hat; Hungry Caterpillar & Book
Hairy Maclary
Thomas the Tank Engine
Harry and the Dinosaurs
Bedtime Stories
Little Princess

Weighted Items


This plush snake is filled with approximately 1.7kgs of beads.



Soft and cuddly, he makes the perfect buddy to hang around
your shoulders or coiled up to sit comfortably on your lap.



Designed to give deep pressure input throughout the day.



Adorable weighted dog – ideal to hang around your shoulders.



Applies calming deep pressure to the lap & legs whilst the user is
sitting down
The weight has a calming effect helping attention span and
reducing excessive fidgeting.

Weighted Snake

Weighted Dog
Weighted Lap Pad



In order to loan the following items you will need a written referral from your OT.
Please ask us for more information.

Weighted Blanket

Weighted waistcoat
30" - 34"



The weight in the blankets applies deep pressure to the touch
receptors in the muscles, joints and ligaments helping the
individual feel more in tune with their body and limbs imparting a
soothing and calming effect.



Childrens weighted jacket made from fleece with a cotton lining.



The lining contains 7 strategically placed "pockets", 2 on the
shoulders and 5 around the torso. The shoulder pockets allow
weight to be placed where it is really needed and most effective
giving the effect of someone pressing down gently on the
shoulders - which is both effective and comfortable for the
wearer.



The weights around the middle allow additional weight to be
evenly distributed as required.

September 2015

The following items have been kindly loaned to us from the Youth Equipment Store (YES) at
Hestercombe. We are able to loan these items to our members.

Gro Anywhere Blind

Furry Friend
Dotty Dog

Furry Friend
Bertie Bear



The versatile Gro Anywhere Blind has been designed to 'go'
anywhere with you.



Can be put in place in minutes. Attaches directly to the glass
using suction cups, ensuring a close fit that really does block
light properly



Beanbag chair/floor cushion



Removable and washable fur cover



Approx size 55cm high x 75cm wide



Beanbag chair/floor cushion



Removable and washable fur cover



Approx size 55cm high x 75cm wide







Press the yellow button to activate the outer lights, and the red
to activate the inner ones.
Press the green for one of 25 tunes and the blue to make the
flower turn.
Colourful and visually appealing.
For table top or floor use
Size: 70 x 70 x 40cmH; dome 40cm diameter




Slipper surface with knobbly insoles for invigorating massage
Easy to wipe clean

Lights & Music Dome


Foot Massage Pillow

If you would like to see the full range of equipment that is available for hire from the YES store please see
their website

http://www.somersetyouth.co.uk/club/youth_equipment_store/167

English as an Additional Language Resources
Selworthy LSC now has available for loan, a selection of EAL resources. These
have been supplied to us from the Somerset Early Years EAL Advisory Service.
Members of the LSC may borrow items without any additional cost. Nonmembers who are parents or carers of a child with EAL may borrow items for a
suggested donation of 50pence per item (limited to 5 items per loan).

Items available include:
 Keyrings with useful vocabulary in a variety of languages – Russian,
Portuguese, Polish, French, Italian, German, Spanish, Chinese and
Lithuanian
 Games – including Lotto and Memory games
 Books - dictionaries, stories and rhymes - a selection of dual
language books
 CDs – a selection of music to listen to from around the world
 DVDs – ‘I can speak English’
 Recordable buttons and boards

